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An RAF fighter pilot’s “intensely vivid” account of the siege of Malta in World War II (The Times

Literary Supplement). In the summer of 1942, Malta was vulnerable to air attack from the

Germans and Italians, and defended by a handful of Spitfires and a few anti-aircraft guns.

Denis Barnham, a young and inexperienced flight lieutenant, spent ten hectic weeks on this

indomitable island; he left a well-ordered English aerodrome for the chaos and disillusionment

of Luqa. His task was to engage the overwhelming number of enemy bombers, usually

protected by fighter escorts, and shoot down as many as possible. The Spitfires were bomb-

scarred and battered. Oftentimes they could only get two or three in the air together, and the

airfields were riddled with bomb craters, but they managed to keep going and make their mark

on enemy operations. Barnham has written a powerful account of his experiences in Malta,

starting with his trip in an American aircraft carrier through the ceaseless battle and turmoil

during the desperate defense of the island, through his departure by air back to England,

having seen the reinforcements safely landed and the tide of battle turning. With thrilling and

terrifying descriptions and illustrations of the air action, this account, told with humor and

compassion, is one of the best firsthand accounts of aerial combat ever written. 
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Erl Gould Purnell, “Remarkable Story, Remarkably Written. Dennis Barnham has crafted an

epic story about flying Spitfires during the Battle for Malta. The battle itself appears to be the

purpose of “Malta Spitfire Pilot” and, in many ways, it is. The flying and fighting descriptions are

stunning, for Barnham is an excellent pilot having cut his teeth flying and fighting over the skies

of England during the first years of WWII. He arrives on Malta in the hopeless effort to keep the

island in British hands. History has recorded the success of the heroic efforts of those very few

who held the line.Equally compelling, however, is Barnham’s inner voice. He’s basically a

pacifist even as he fights gallantly against an unrelenting enemy. He’s also an artist at heart; it’s

his painting and drawing that define who he is to himself and who he desperately wants to be

once the war is over. Recently married to Diana, he misses her terribly and she’s always on his

mind as well as on the pages of this book.What this combination brings to the reader is a

mixture of drama, courage and grit with emotion, tenderness and doubt. As a writer myself

(and a former Naval Aviator), I am simply blown away by Barnham’s observational lens. Maybe

it’s his artist’s eye, but he sees details of composition that are incredibly keen, really wonderful,

completely unexpected and he describes them with a minute precision such that the reader

cannot help but see and feel and experience the scenes, too. His exquisite writing conjoins the

emotion, tenderness, fear, flying, fighting…and yearning for Diana.I don’t say this lightly, but

“Malta Spitfire Pilot” would be one of ten books I’d want on a desert island.”

Ross Beveridge, “An RAF pilot contributes tactically both physically and mentally in the battle

for Malta prior to the turn of the tide in WII. Well written account of a pilot being gradually worn



down by concentrated aerial combat against the odds at the height of the siege of Malta in

1942, Despite the mental and physical stress, he performs well; however it is clear he must

have had a long period of recovery afterwards. It is also clear that if the Germans could have

landed some troops it would have been a very difficult situation for especially the Maltese

civilians but also the British and Commonwealth forces to hang on. The destruction of

Rommel's supply lines which was driven by the British code breakers was physically executed

in large part from Malta, which paid a huge price for its geographic location but did ultimately

help in securing the Allied position in North Africa that ultimately led to the turn of the tide in

the winter of 1942/3. It is therefore illuminating to see the struggle - which was to go on for

another three months after Denis Barnham was posted back to UK - set in the wider context

and the part he played in it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “British war fighters view of Malta conflict. Interesting in depth narrative of

a real fighter pilot and his survival in combat. Details of his experiences during his short tour

are very revealing of his person and stress he is undergoing.HIs personal thoughts make the

story real to the reader.  Enjoyed it.”

Tdearing, “Important RAF Account. This is a highly personal and insightful account of a very

intelligent artistic Spitfire pilot, and the internal and external conflicts he faced. A must read

rare glimpse into this time period.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “L.. A very realistic tale of one pilot during the battle for Malta during ww2,

from one of those who lived it! Needs to be read as part of the reminiscences of the war,as

seen by one who lived it.”

Marsha, “Extraordinary in detail of ferocious air combat between British Spitfires and German

bombers and fighters.. What sets this apart is the exquisite account of emotional turmoil over

loss of comradesin battle and writing  next  of kin.  A  must read book.”

bdkooper, “Amazingly Unique. Incredibly vivid descriptions of a desperate time. Not your

average war story, this one truly grabs your gut with the juxtaposition of an artist's rendition of

beauty with raw fear, violence, and heroism in the face of ridiculous odds. There should be a

multi-chapter film script of this story, but only by the most worthy of writers, producers, and

directors.”

C. C., “A warrior and artist’s story.. I appreciated the author’s honesty relating his struggles to

continue to fight, remain humane while holding on to love with his wife.”

N.C.Harrison, “Very different view from a pilot.. The book is about one pilot on one tour in

Malta. I am amazed that Malta was not invaded. This is not just about air combat but how it

was to live day to day during his tour. I thought it worked well and again I have to take my hat

of to the pilots that went through this time.  I would recommend this book.”

Mrs. Jennifer L. Bronder, “Deeply moving - one of the best memiors of the era. As part of my

PhD research, I have read literally shelves of memoirs from WWII allied pilots. Denis

Barnham, by virtue of his amazing talent as an artist, is easily one of the best writers from this

group of heroes and his book is one of the few that completely transcends its subject -- his

descriptions on the joy of flying, the fear and focus of flying in combat, and of the desperate



situation the RAF and the people of Malta faced in the summer of 1942 are simply gripping.

His deeply personal contemplation on life and religion in the midst of so much death are more

poignant than anything else I have read to date. I picked this book up for the history and for the

tactics and was left deeply touched by the faith and the artistry of its author. An inimitable

addition to any aviation or military historian's 'must read' list.”

Jim K, “A real experience. This was a really well written story of someone's actual experiences,

fears and feelings during this conflict.There is no chest thumping here. It really puts you there

and you wonder how anyone can survive on any level. As was stated by one of the pilots, it

made the Battle of Britain look like a walk in the park (paraphrased as I don't remember the

exact quote).”

The book by Denis Barnham has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 98 people have provided feedback.
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